
Agricultural markets entered uncharted territories at the start of the war in Ukraine, which cast pro-
found uncertainties over a major supply region and brought unprecedented volatility to the market, 
causing traditional grains, oilseeds and vegoils trade routes to be redrawn. Our unique insights and 
data help our customers navigate these fast-evolving market conditions via concise formats (20-mi-
nute webinar) and dashboards that can be entirely customised to fit a variety of information needs. The 
AgriMarkets + Argus Agritel Outlook package combines the granularity of Argus Agritel daily market and 
trade flow analysis with a bird’s eye view of the markets, including price discovery, supply and demand 
forecasts, fundamentals data downloads, and proprietary crop analysis.

Argus AgriMarkets

HELPS YOU AND YOUR
COMPANY

HELPS YOU AND YOUR
COMPANY

Argus Agriculture Package

Agritel expertise and Argus know-how combined to offer essential market intelligence, forward-
looking analysis, fundamentals data, price discovery and news for the grains, oilseeds and vegoils 
markets via a daily PDF report and fully customisable data dashboards with charting tools. The pro-
duct includes a wide range of fundamentals datasets which are available for download. New datasets 
are added regularly.

• Navigate turbulent markets
• Guide position taking
• Manage risk
• Protect margins
• Identify most competitive origins
• Planning and decision-making
• Visibility on opaque markets
• Monitor competing producing regions
• Access hard-to-find data

• Enable effective planning 
• Build trading outlooks
• Get ahead of the market
• Navigate highly uncertain markets
• Hear thought-provoking analysis

Argus Agritel Outlook
The Agritel view on recent developments, forward-looking analysis and proprietary supply/demand 
forecasts for the grains, oilseeds and vegoils markets.

Topics include: market analysis, crop analysis, planting decisions, weather impact on crops, price 
correlations, etc. 

Comprises of: a weekly webinar and slide deck, S&D forecasts available for download, and a monthly 
forecast/thought leadership report ahead of the USDA’s Wasde report. 



Features

Delivery channels

Publications

Data & Downloads

Workspaces

Real-time news & analysis

Price data

Video

Daily Weekly & monthly

Weekly & more

Yes

Yes

Yes

No

No

No Yes (streaming + archive 
as data & download)

Yes

Monthly

Cash prices

Market intelligence

Forward looking
analysis

News

Data visualisations

Downloadable
supply-demand data

Downloadable
supply-demand forecasts

Pre-Wasde forecast

Crop tour results

Frequency Daily Weekly / monthly

Argus AgriMarkets
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Argus Agritel Outlook

Argus Agritel Outlook


